Short Long Life Prayer 
for Yangsi Rinpoche

Kyab sum lhar chā kun gyi chin lab kyi
   Embodiment of the three divine refuges who blesses all,
Ge dun tān dzin ku tse tag tān ching
   Gendun Tenzin, holder of the teachings, may your lifespan last for eternity.
Dze trīn chog du kūn tu kyab pā dang
   May your excellent deeds pervade all of time and space and
Dag sog dro wāi so su tag min shog
   Continuously ripen for the nourishment of myself and others.

Colophon:
This short prayer was composed by Geshe Lhundup Sopa Rinpoche at the request of Karl Nhambu Bergh on behalf of Yangsi Rinpoche’s students at Maitripa Institute and around the world. It was translated from the Tibetan into English by James Blumenthal. Updated and corrected by Tenzin Namdrol (Miranda Adams), November 2007. Phonetics corrected according to FPMT style by Ven. Gyalten Mindrol, FPMT Education Department, November 2007.